Logistical Information
HOW TO REACH CMCC - Venice
CMCC’s offices in Venice are located on the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore, just in front of St.
Mark’s Square. The address is the following:
c/o Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei
Island of San Giorgio Maggiore, 8
30124 Venice
Tel. +39 041 2700411
Fax. +39 041 2700412
www.cmcc.it
Internet: A wireless Internet connection is available inside the meeting room

How to reach CMCC - Venice from the Marco Polo Venice Airport
Marco Polo Venice Airport is approximately 14 Km from the Venice city centre and is connected
to the city by water bus, water taxi, road bus and road taxi. The easiest way to reach the city
centre from the Marco Polo Venice Airport is by taking the Alilaguna waterbus, a direct service
between the airport and Venice downtown.
In order to get to the CMCC offices you can take the following line of the Alilaguna waterbus:


BLUE line getting off at San Zaccaria (journey time approx. 75 minutes, € 15,00, departure
from 6.10 to 00.15).

Further information on
http://www.alilaguna.com
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On arrival to San Zaccaria/San Marco, you can reach the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
with the water bus line 2. The journey time is approx. 3 minutes (1 stop) and the ticket
costs € 4.00 (one stop ticket). During the day time line 2 departs every 12 minutes (at
minutes 07/19/31/43/55 ect.), after 8:00 PM departs every 10 minutes at minute nine
(09/19/29/39 etc.).
For further information please visit the ACTV website at http://www.actv.it/en.
A water-taxi from the airport to your final destination costs approximately € 90.00. Watertaxis are available at the airport landing stage, a seven minute walk from the arrival hall.

Alternatively, from the Marco Polo Venice Airport you can take the ACTV or ATVO road
buses which terminate at Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal).
ACTV road bus no. 5 (orange bus) to Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) leaves
from the platforms outside the arrival hall. The drive takes approx. 25 minutes and the
one way ticket costs €6,00 and a return ticket costs €11,00 (luggage included). Information
regarding timetables and prices is available on the ACTV web-site at
http://www.actv.it/en.
ATVO road bus (blue bus) to Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) leaves from the
platforms outside the arrival hall. The drive takes approx. 20 minutes. A one way ticket
costs €6,00 and a return ticket costs €11,00 (luggage included). Information on timetables
and prices is available on the ATVO web-site at http://www.atvo.it/.
A road taxi from the airport to Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) costs
approximately € 40,00. Road taxis are available in front of the airport terminal.

How to reach CMCC - Venice from the Treviso Canova Airport
Treviso Canova Airport is approximately 41 km from the Venice City Centre and is connected to
the city by road taxi and bus.

ATVO Road Bus: ATVO buses run between the airport and Piazzale Roma (Venice road
taxi and bus terminal) and are in connection with departure and arrivals flights. The cost
is € 10.00 for a one way ticket and € 18.00 for a return ticket, valid 10 days (luggage
included). Tickets can be purchased at the ATVO ticket office in the arrival hall. The
journey time is approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes in good traffic conditions. For
timetables and further information call +39.0422.315381 or visit the ATVO website at
http://www.atvo.it/.
BARZI SERVICE Road Bus Barzi Service buses run between the airport and Tronchetto
(Venice touristic terminal) and are in connection with departure and arrivals flights. The
cost is € 10,00 for a one way ticket and € 18,00 for a return ticket, valid 10 days (luggage
included). Tickets can be purchased at the Barzi Service ticket office in the arrival hall.
The journey time is approximately 40 minutes in good traffic conditions. For timetables
and further information call +39.0422.686083 or +39.348.8367185 or visit the Barzi Service
website at http://en.barziservice.com/
Road Taxi: A road taxi from the airport to Piazzale Roma costs approximately € 90.00. Road taxis
are available in front of the airport terminal. Treviso Canova Airport is approximately 41 Km from
the Venice centre and is connected to the City by road taxi and bus.
Once you are at Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) please follow the instructions below.

How to reach CMCC - Venice from Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal), Ferrovia
(railway station) and Tronchetto (touristic terminal)
From Piazzale Roma, Ferrovia and Tronchetto you can reach the CMCC headquarters on the
Island of San Giorgio Maggiore with the waterbus line 2 (journey time is approx. 40 minutes from
Piazzale Roma, 35 minutes from Ferrovia and 25 minutes from Tronchetto and the ticket costs €
7.00).

From Piazzale Roma, Ferrovia and Tronchetto in order to reach CMCC headquarters
water-taxis are available 24 hours, the journey time is approx. 15 minutes and the cost is
around € 60,00. For further information please consult the following web-site
http://www.motoscafivenezia.it/company-en.html or to book a taxi please call
+39.041.522303.

Moving within the city centre
The water bus to use in order to reach the CMCC office is line 2.
Line 2 water bus leaves for the San Giorgio Island from:






Ferrovia (railway station), journey time 40 minutes;
Piazzale Roma (Car and Bus terminal), journey time 35 minutes;
Tronchetto (touristic terminal), journey time 25 minutes;
Zattere, journey time 10 minutes;
San Zaccaria (St. Mark’s Square), journey time 3 minutes.

One way tickets cost 7.00 Euros, moreover short-term season tickets are available. They
allow unlimited travel and all the services can be used – both on water (except for
Alilaguna, Clodia, Fusina) and on land – that provide urban services within the
municipality of Venice (land service on the Lido and in Mestre): 12-hour ticket: € 18.00, 24hour ticket: € 20.00, 36-hour ticket: € 25.00, 48-hour ticket: € 30.00, 72-hour ticket: € 35.00,
one week: € 50.00.
From San Zaccaria the ticket costs € 4.00 (one stop ticket if you buy it at the ticket office.
The ticket costs € 7.00 if bought on board). During the day time line 2 departs every 12
minutes (at minutes 07/19/31/43/55 ect.), after 8:00 PM departs every 10 minutes at minute
nine (09/19/29/39 etc.). From San Giorgio to San Zaccaria the waterbus line 2 departs every
12 minutes (at minutes 07/19/31/43/55 ect.), after 8:00 PM departs every 10 minutes at
minute one (01/11/21/31etc.). Please note that there is not the ticket office in the Island of
San Giorgio Maggiore. Therefore make sure you buy the tickets in San Zaccaria.

Map on how to reach CMCC in Venice

